Our vision
I - and my colleagues belong here
Our commitment to diversity and inclusion
Our commitment to Diversity and Inclusion
At Nous we believe that a clear and strong focus on diversity and inclusion
delivers high performance for our clients and ensures the wellbeing of
our people.
We see an inclusive workforce, that reflects contemporary Australia, as critical
to realising our Reasons for Being.
Our commitment is for Nous to be a place where everyone can be their true
and authentic selves, embrace their uniqueness and realise their professional
aspirations. We foster a deep culture of respect and provide an environment
for all our employees to flourish.

What we expect
In embracing a culture of diversity and inclusion:
We expect every Nouser to:

Nous will:

Appreciate everyone has a voice and all
voices deserve to be listened to and heard

Clearly state and communicate our diversity
and inclusion position as part of our culture

Seek to understand differences and see
these differences as positives, not negatives

Hire a diverse range of people and shape
diverse project teams

Respect different points of view, even if you
do not personally agree with them

Build diversity and inclusion into our learning
and development

Be aware of what might be offensive or
upsetting to others

Use a variety of channels to track our
progress toward our vision

Say something if you witness or
experience behaviour which is exclusive or
discriminatory; not to be punitive, but rather
to be educative

Ensure Nousers know where to go for
support if they experience discriminatory or
exclusive behaviours in the workplace

Diversity. Each individual Nouser is unique, comprising of any combination
of gender, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, ability, age, socio-economic
background, beliefs, religion and experiences.
Inclusion. A state of being where every Nouser feels safe to bring their whole
selves to work, to thrive, to learn, to engage with curiosity and respect, to
leverage our diversity to push our thinking.

